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nce there was a man named Diogenes who lived more than twenty-three
centuries ago. He was born in Sinope, a Greek city on the southern coast of the Black
Sea. He spent most of his life in Athens and Corinth. He was a philosopher who lived
in a tub. He became known as "Diogenes the Cynic," a name that literally means "a
man from God who acted like a dog." He lived a strange life and said many bizarre
things, for which he became very famous-and also very infamous. He wrote a few
works that we no longer have. At some point in his long life-he is said to have died
when he was ninety years oldhe declared war on the whole world and attempted to
deface its currency, that is, the values by which people live. His mission was to
demolish the human world. He died in Corinth in 323 BCE in a place known as the
Craneum, that is, the skull, just as Jesus died in a place known as Golgotha, which also
means the skull. One report about Diogenes' death tells us that he died by withholding
his breath-he was tired of breathing or rather of the futile war he had waged against the
world. Who or what was this peculiar man and what can we say about the
philosophical movement, Cynicism, to which he gave rise? What, if any, are the
important philosophical lessons that lurk beneath his outrageous antics and unusual
mode of life?
In the preparation of this book, my purpose has been to present a comprehensive,
balanced, and documented account of his life and ideas on the basis of the information
provided by ancient authors. Undoubt edly, this task is difficult because in his case,
perhaps more than in those of other philosophers, we face a scarcity of reliable
information, as well as a great number of anecdotal reports of varying historical value
that are responsible for the creation of a complex literary legend. Beneath this legend,
who or what Diogenes was, what philosophical convictions animated and guided him,
what circumstances led him to assume so radical an attitude of defiance toward his
world-these are questions that admit of no easy answers and that, when answered,
remain problematical and open to interpretation and diverse judgments. Still, despite
the difficulties generated by the scarcity of reliable information, it is possible to
reconstruct, even if only in a sketchy way, the portrait of the famous philosopher who
has managed to remain alive in the imagination of many even twenty-three centuries
after his death.
From this portrait we can draw important philosophical lessons that are of
relevance and value for us, who, despite so many centuries of cultural evolution and
despite innumerable advances in science and technology, remain largely as
intellectually dense and morally corrupt as the "less-than-human" creatures among
whom Diogenes lived, and for whom he reserved some of his most caustic and
devastating comments. Neither in the realm of ideas nor in the moral fabric of society
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nor in national or international affairs nor, in fact, in any area of human existence,
have we made any progress beyond the world in which he lived. We might even say
that cultural and moral stagnation is the correct way to describe the course of human
history since the time when, carrying a lighted lamp in broad daylight, he walked
backward through the streets of Athens in search of a true human being.
Classical Cynicism, of which Diogenes is the best representative, is a fascinating
philosophical and cultural phenomenon of Greek and Roman times. For almost eight
hundred years, philosophers, who called themselves Cynics, literally 'dogs' in their
language, preached and practiced a set of convictions and a style of life that
challenged, often in astonishing ways, the norms and conventions of their society.
From their point of view, the human world was in a state of moral bankruptcy and
intellectual vacuity that required a systematic defacing of its values. This is precisely
what the Cynics endeavored to do, unsuccessfully, we might say, for the world took
only a passing notice of them and proceeded to act as if they had never existed. Even
their writings, apparently voluminous and varied, perished and were mostly forgotten.
But not for this, should the Cynics be set aside or ignored, for their message has
relevance in every human context and especially in ours, when, because of the
accomplishments of science and the engulfing progress of technology, we may have
come to believe that all our affairs, intellectual and moral, are in order. Every age,
wrote d'Alembert in the eighteenth century, needs a Diogenes, and both the necessary
courage to withstand his onslaught on its most cherished convictions and the mental
clarity to understand his message. If this was true in the eighteenth century, it is not
difficult to see that it is even truer at the present time.
I have divided this book into five chapters. In chapter 1, I present a sketch of
Diogenes' biography, making abundant references to ancient testimonies and to
modern scholarly interpretations. Chapter 2 is devoted to the elucidation of the most
distinctive feature of Cynicism, namely, its rhetoric or medium of expression,
specifically as this was exhibited by Diogenes, who communicated and taught his
message of rebellion always by means of the example of his life. Chapter 3 deals with
the process through which Diogenes became a Cynic and the influences that may have
contributed to that process. This process-the Cynic metamorphosis-is complex, and
may involve psychological and sociological factors. In chapter 4, I identify what may
be referred to as the building blocks of Cynicism, specifically those related to
Diogenes' thought. Cynicism, as will be shown, was not a system of ideas in which we
can identify well-delineated components or a dear scheme of philosophical principles.
Far more than a theoretical stance vis-a-vis the world, Cynicism was a response, a
reaction, to those conditions of human existence that the Cynics found unacceptable
from the point of view of reason. This response surfaced among them in the form of
apothegms, aphorisms, and diatribal statements, and especially in actions and modes
of behavior that were carefully designed to deface or invalidate the currency, that is,
the values and accepted norms on the basis of which people then and now structure
their lives. Diogenes' response to the world was expressed in terms of what has been
called the rhetoric of Cynicism, which is a series of gestures, acts, and comments
about specific people and situations. Beneath their seemingly amorphous character,
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however, they are the manifestations of convictions and concepts that are clearly
identifiable.
Chapter 5 offers, as a concluding set of reflections, comments on the legacy of
Diogenes, that is, on his persistent presence in the history of ideas. Somehow, the man
in the tub has remained alive. His presence is felt whenever we entertain ideas such as
cosmopolitanism, freedom of speech, natural rights, and clarity of mind. I also provide
in this chapter comments on the relationship and the difference between classical
Cynicism and what is generally known as modern cynicism. The presence of
Diogenes, that is, the meaning of Cynicism in the classical sense, can be best
appreciated by considering the wide gap that separates the example of his life and his
ideas from those of his descendants of modern times. The new cynics are related to the
old Cynics only through a linguistic perversion of the original name. In this way,
Cynicism became cynicism, and the Cynics were changed into cynics or cynical
people. The latter turned out to be the very antithesis of the former. The new cynic, der
hdsslichste Mensch (the ugliest man) as Nietzsche referred to him or homo cynicus as
I call him, is the reverse of Diogenes. Neither with respect to convictions and ideals,
nor in the way in which life is lived, is the new cynic the rightful descendant of his
Cynic ancestors. Since his ubiquitous presence seems to be today the standard by
which all things are measured, there should not be, therefore, anything surprising in
the fact that the human world at the beginning of the twenty-first century is truly
bankrupt from a moral point of view, for the new cynic has no moral point of view.
There is no trace of conscience in him. Equipped with the tools of a technology that
lacks direction and empowered by its achievements, the new cynic cynically rules as
an unchallenged monarch. He is the king. By lineage he is not related either to
Diogenes or to Socrates, but to the troglodytes of prehistoric ages from whom he has
inherited their immeasurable mindlessness, vulgarity, and greed. He lives his
meaningless life either watching television, the images of which he mistakes for
reality, or conquering nations and decimating populations in the vain quest for oil or
some other source of wealth. As a perfect narcissistic solipsist, he cares for nothing
and nobody, but only for himself.
Oscar Wilde once said that Cynicism is the art of seeing things as they are instead
of as they should be. In his insistence on defining philosophy as the practice of calling
things by their right names, Diogenes stands in agreement with Wilde. If nothing else
is to be done today with Diogenes, we could conjure his ghost from the remote past to
remind ourselves that reality is not what the governing oligarchies want ordinary
people to accept or what flows so abundantly from the media or what those whom we
call 'celebrities' peddle in the public light or what the endemic inertia of the human
mind sanctifies, but the truth that things and situations speak out for themselves.
Diogenes can teach us to see the human world precisely as it is, without distortions,
euphemisms, or deceptions.
An extensively annotated translation of Diogenes Laertius' Life of Diogenes of
Sinope has been included as an appendix. This brief work captures well the spirit of
Diogenes as a philosopher and as a man. Despite its flaws, it remains for us an
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important source of information about him.
The bibliography includes all the books and articles quoted or mentioned in the
text, as well as other significant modern works on Diogenes. References to classical
sources are included in the text and those to Diogenes Laertius' biography of Diogenes
are indicated, as is usual, by the letters DL. I have transliterated and translated all
Greek words and phrases, except those found in the endnotes. Given the many editions
and translations of the classical sources, I have not included them in the bibliography.
The scholarly and popular literature related to classical Cynicism in general and to
Diogenes in particular is quite extensive, and a review of my The Philosophy of
Cynicism: An Annotated Bibliography, in which I provide abstracts of over six
hundred works, may prove to be fruitful.
Although it is undeniable that Diogenes is the most important representative of
classical Cynicism, it is equally unquestionable that this movement included many
other significant Cynics. In this book, however, I have dealt with these only in passing
and only inasmuch as they can provide for us assistance in the process of
understanding and appreciating Diogenes. Extended discussions of various major
Cynic philosophers can be found in my Classical Cynicism: A Critical Study, in which
I deal at length with the contributions of Antisthenes, Crates, Onesicritus, Bion,
Menippus, Cercidas, Meleager, Oenomaus, Demetrius of Rome, and Peregrinus
Proteus. In myAntisthenes of Athens: Setting the World Aright, I have undertaken a
critical examination of this important Socratic philosopher and Cynic.
I wish to thank my wife, Alicia Cadena Navia, for her patient reading and critical
review of the manuscript. Her observations have forced me to rewrite many pages. The
support of my daughters, Monica Stella, Olga Lucia, Melissa Celeste, and Soraya
Emilia, has been invaluable. From all of them, I have learned a great deal about the
significance and relevance of Diogenes' presence. To them and to my sister, Ruby
Navia, I wish to dedicate this book. I am thankful to Gerri Brown for her generous and
meticulous editorial assistance.
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n his biography of Diogenes of Sinope, Diogenes Laertius recounts three curious
stories about him that can provide for us a point of departure for these reflections on
his life and philosophy. Once, when a certain man failed to obtain for him a cottage
that he had requested, Diogenes decided to live in a tub near the Athenian marketplace
(DL, 6.23).1 Elsewhere the biographer tells us that once, to the amazement of others,
Diogenes lit a lamp in daylight and went about the marketplace, saying that he was
looking for a man (DL, 6.41). Still in another passage, the story is recounted that once,
when Alexander the Great visited Diogenes in Corinth, the proud emperor, standing in
front of Diogenes, said, "I am Alexander the great king," to which Diogenes
disdainfully replied, "And I am Diogenes the Dog" (DL, 6.60). The man living in a
tub, who would walk around carrying a lighted lamp in search of a human being and
who would call himself'the Dog' is a perplexing figure who appears in countless
ancient and modern works of art and literature, and whose name is recognized even by
those who have only a passing acquaintance with the history of ideas in the Western
world. More than twenty-three centuries have passed since his death, but he still
remains a familiar presence among many. Practically nothing of substance has
survived of the writings attributed to him, but his ideas and his views about the world
have managed to survive until our own time.
Who was Diogenes and what was the impact of his life among his contemporaries
and successors? What significance does his philosoph ical stance have for our own
attempts to deal with the world? What could be the meaning of the exhibitionist antics
and gestures through which he succeeded in shocking and upsetting his
contemporaries? What place does he have in the history of philosophy and in the
development of Cynicism? It may be true that, as Epictetus tells us (Discourses,
3.22.88), Diogenes would attract the attention of people by the very appearance of his
body, especially by the radiant complexion of his face, but it is unquestionable that his
thoughts and the example of his life have succeeded in creating for him a great deal of
reputation and, we should add, much notoriety in the course of time. Upon his death in
Corinth, according to Diogenes Laertius (6.78), the Corinthians inscribed the
following words on a statue made in his honor: "Even bronze groweth old with time,
but thy fame, Diogenes, not all Eternity shall take away."
Possibly more than any other philosopher of ancient times, Diogenes has been the
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subject of the most diverse and contradictory assessments. The ancient Cynics, as one
should expect, idolized and glorified his name, and viewed him as an unequaled
paradigm of virtue and as the very embodiment of the philosophical life. The Stoics,
particularly Epictetus and Seneca, sang his praises and emphasized the enormous gap
that separated him from his late Roman descendants. Emperor Julian wrote about the
excellence of his character and about the pristine example of his life. Among the
Fathers of the Church, despite their ambivalence toward the virtues preached and
practiced by the Cynics, there are repeated words of praise about Diogenes, in whom
they often discerned a faint and imperfect prelude of the example and the teachings of
Jesus.2 During the Renaissance, it is not unusual to find scholars who viewed him as
"a revered model of moral rectitude, a wise and witty observer of men and manners,
and an unforgettable personality who stood out like a beacon among the dim
philosophical shadows of antiquity."3
In modern times, too, the list of those who have recognized in Diogenes an
important and praiseworthy philosophical figure is long and impressive. While some
have viewed him as the representative of reason par excellence, as with Bayle, others,
like Diderot, Wieland, Voltaire, and Goethe, did not fail to discover in him the
unmistakable features that reveal a great and lucid philosopher.4 More recently, he has
been called "one of the most original and spiritual human beings who has ever existed,
115 and he has been viewed as "a 'Zen man', eccentric in his ways yet fundamental in
his thought, vastly irritable yet suffocat ingly funny, magnetic yet repulsive, a regal
vagabond who was somehow in charge of the truth."'
In the view of Michel Foucault, in whose philosophical outlook it is easy to
identify the influence of classical Cynicism, Diogenes set the ultimate example of
what philosophy can teach and of what a genuine philosopher ought to be: a
parrhesiast, that is, a man solely devoted to the practice of mappriGiu (parrhesia), that
is, the commitment to speak the truth or, more precisely, to say it all, consistently and
under all circumstances.' Bertrand Russell, who drew a sharp distinction between the
ancient Cynics and the sort of people known in modern times as cynical, recognized in
Diogenes a man possessed by a remarkable passion for virtue and moral freedom.' An
important scholar of the nineteenth century discerned in Diogenes and in his Cynic
descendants "an insatiable thirst for freedom, a profound sensitiveness to the ills of
life, an unshakable faith in the majesty and all-sufficiency of reason, and a
corresponding abysmal contempt for all traditional ideals."'
More than in any other philosopher of the Western world, some have seen in
Diogenes the epitome of a long list of praiseworthy personal and intellectual traits and
endowments: an absolute commitment to honesty, a remarkable independence of
judgment, an unwavering decision to live a simple and unencumbered life, a steadfast
devotion to self-sufficiency, an unparalleled attachment to freedom of speech, a
healthy contempt for human stupidity and obfuscation, an unusual degree of
intellectual lucidity, and, above all, a tremendous courage to live in accord with his
convictions. From this perspective, Diogenes emerges as a giant in the history of
humanity in general and in the history of ideas in particular, and as a man worthy of
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the highest praise.
There is, however, the other side, in which we are reminded that Diogenes was
nothing but a ragpicker and a ragamuffin,10 a man of no intellectual worth, in whom
and through whom Western history took a turn "toward animalism and a retrogression
from civilization,"" and whose confused ideas are ultimately nothing but "a doctrine of
inaction and negation of life. 1112 His pessimism about the value of human
accomplishments, his contempt for practically all human beings, his unwillingness to
recognize in anyone even the faintest trace of honesty and good intentions, his
merciless campaign to debunk and undermine social and political institutions, his
exaggerated and histrionic behavior, his shamelessness and his pride about his
shamelessness, the coarseness of his speech and manners, his inability to transcend the
realm of the concrete and the particular, and his incapacity to understand and
appreciate universal concepts-all these and other uncomplimentary aspects of his life
and personality have been emphasized by some writers. From their point of view there
is nothing worth studying about Diogenes, except perhaps from a psychological or
anthropological perspective, as if he were in reality only an unusual phenomenon in
the history of ideas. Nothing attractive or constructive, accordingly, can be found in
him, certainly not from the point of view of genuine philosophy, and his life,
characterized by exhibitionism and exaggeration, contained nothing edifying or worth
remembering. We should dismiss him as a philosophical scandal and as an ideological
aberration, for he was, as a historian has noted,
bitter, brutal, ostentatious, and abstemious; disgracing the title of "the Dog"
(for a dog has affection, gratitude, sympathy, and caressing manners), yet
growling over his unenvied virtue as a cur growls over his meatless bone,
forever snarling and snapping without occasion; an object of universal
attention, and from many quarters, of unfeigned admiration.
There are some who see in him the source of the cynical mood that in recent times
has permeated all spheres of culture, and has vitiated all human ideals and aspirations.
In the opinion of P. Sloterdijk, Diogenes-"a dog-man, a philosopher, a good-fornothing, a primitive hippie, and the original bohemian"-stands in first place on a long
list of cynics13 who have undermined even the possibility of idealism.14 With his
defiant attitude of negativism, argues Sloterdijk, the man who "pissed against the
wind" has become the nihilistic standard bearer of those who promote a style of life
akin to a malaise of culture, in which neither values nor aspirations have any meaning,
and in which egoism and materialism reign supreme. As the archetype of the cynical
man, therefore, Diogenes can be viewed as the source from which all sorts of cultural
and ideological ills have sprung since his time.
What truth and validity can there be in these disparate assertions and assessments
of those who have either canonized Diogenes as a philosophical saint and extolled his
value as a great philosopher, or condemned him as a deranged rascal, a worthless man,
and a psychopath, and dismissed him as a pseudophilosopher? We might argue that
one's reaction to Diogenes, as happens in many situations, depends on one's own frame
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of mind. Schopenhauer once remarked that one does not choose to appreciate a certain
philosopher or a certain philosophical attitude, for the reverse is true: that appreciation
is determined by the kind of person one is. It might be possible that in order to
understand and appreciate the value of Diogenes as a philosopher, one may have to be
a Cynic oneself or at least have certain Cynic tendencies. How can someone whose
psychological predispositions and whose upbringing incline him to blindly accept all
social norms and to deify the Establishment and the status quo, and who, as in the case
of patriotic enthusiasts and religious zealots, cannot find fulfillment in life except as
part of a group, discover any value in a man like Diogenes, who, partly on account of
his character and the circumstances of his life, and partly because of certain
philosophical influences, felt compelled to wage a relentless war against the human
world that surrounded him, and found his fulfillment only in the shelter of his selfproclaimed independence?
In order to grasp the significance of Diogenes' life and philosophy, it is necessary
to have within oneself at least some incipient dosage of Cynicism and have that rare
philosophical ability to see behind and around things, to use Nietzsche's phrase.
Diderot may have been correct in suggesting that one does not choose to become a
Cynic, for one is born a Cynic. In his view, "one may choose to become an Academic
philosopher, or an Eclectic, or a Cyrenaic, or a Pyrrhoist, or a Skeptic; but one must be
born a Cynic."15 As Honore Daumier would put it in one of his caricatures of
Diogenes in the tub, "Il est un peu dur d'etre oblige de loger Bans un tonneau quand on
nest pas ne pour etre cynique"- "it is hard being forced to live in a tub if one is not
born to be a Cynic. 1116 It would indeed be marvelous to find someone who by
temperament and by circumstances is at peace with the world, endowed with the
capacity to understand Cynicism.
There is, however, another circumstance that may also account for the wide
spectrum of interpretations and assessments of Diogenes. As with other major figures
of antiquity, and even more so, one insoluble problem related to our knowledge of
Diogenes is the scarcity of reliable sources of information. As noted earlier, many
writings were attributed to him in antiquity. Diogenes Laertius, for instance, lists the
titles of thirteen dialogues and seven tragedies, and mentions a collection of letters
(DL, 6.80). In other sources, other works are mentioned, although ancient biographers
admit that some of them, if not most, were occasionally ascribed to other authors.
There is also the testimony of Sosi crates of Rhodes and Satyrus of Callias Pontica,
who affirm that Diogenes, like Socrates, left no writings and that his teachings were
strictly oral and were conveyed only through the example of his life. There is,
however, nothing impossible in imagining that Diogenes did write, and the allegation
that "a man as indolent and indifferent as Diogenes would not be likely to undertake
the effort of writing a book" 17 does not have much weight. Diogenes seems to have
been indolent and indifferent only in regard to certain things and certain kinds of
activity, but there was in him neither indolence nor indifference about his
philosophical convictions.
Still, whether he did write or not, the fact remains that what we know about him is
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confined to testimonies and accounts written by others, some close to his own time
and others as late as the end of classical times. Of the alleged writings of Diogenes, at
any rate, hardly anything genuine seems to have survived. We come upon fragments of
doubtful authenticity that reveal ideas and teachings found abundantly and more
clearly in the secondary sources. The letters attributed to him in ancient times, of
which fifty-one have survived, are now generally believed to belong to unknown
authors of the second and first centuries BCE,IS and although they are of interest as
sources of information about Diogenes, they must be treated as part of the vast
collection of secondary sources that began to grow in extent and complexity as early
as the third century BCE.
Inevitably, then, we are at the mercy of these sources, many of which appear to be
prejudiced in favor of Diogenes, representing him as a man of great character and
superb philosophical acumen, as if their intent had been to lend respectability to the
Cynic tradition. Others give the impression of wishing to denigrate Diogenes' style of
life and character, and to expose the weaknesses of Cynicism as a philosophical
option. Still others confine themselves to repeating uncritically certain traditional
doxographical and anecdotal reports about his life.
The character of Diogenes was such that the temptation to exaggerate and distort,
and even invent and fabricate reports about him, must have been irresistible on the part
of those who wrote about him. A man who proclaimed himself a dog at war with the
world, who daunted and condemned the norms and conventions on the basis of which
most people structure their lives, and who stood proudly as the living refutation of his
world, challenging in word and in deed even the most sacrosanct values, must have
given rise to innumerable anecdotes and tales, most of them probably based on some
element of truth, but many of them surely invested with an ingredient of literary
creativity. For this reason, in the attempt to construct a biographical account of
Diogenes, we find ourselves oscillating between fact and fiction, and truth and
fabrication, seldom able to draw a clear distinction between who Diogenes of Sinope
really was and who those who wrote about him wanted him to be.
It is undeniable that the testimonies and reports about him convey the distinct
impression of the formation of a legend that grew in time and went through
transformations to accommodate the needs and tendencies of ideologists, detractors,
and apologists. This is neither unique nor surprising. Biographical legends about
famous people have always been created, and in the history of philosophy we come
upon many of them. There are, for instance, legends about Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato,
and other philosophers of antiquity, and if one considers the history of religious and
political ideas, the examples of legends abound everywhere. Nevertheless, at least in
the case of Diogenes, in spite of those who see in him only the focal point of legendary
accounts of little historical value,'9 it is possible to sift cautiously through the evidence
and develop a portrayal of some historical value. It is really difficult to imagine that
beneath the mountains of accounts about him we cannot find someone, an actual
person, "a walking and talking philosopher" in a recognizably Greek tradition,20 who
does not resemble in some way the composite portrayal that is possible to extract from
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the sources.
Undoubtedly, the most important secondary source of information about Diogenes
is the biography written by Diogenes Laertius, an author about whom little is known.
He is believed to have lived during the reign of Alexander Severus (225-235 CE), and
the date of composition of his Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers has been
tentatively assigned to the early part of the third century CE. This work includes the
biographies of eighty-two Greek philosophers, which are arranged in eight successions
or what we might loosely call 'schools' of philosophers. Book 6 is devoted to the
succession of the Cynic philosophers, from Antisthenes (late fifth century BCE) to
Menedemus (third century BCE). In this part of his work, Diogenes Laertius includes
short biographies of Monimus, Onesicritus, Crates, Metrodes, Hipparchia, Menippus,
and Menedemus, prefaced by two lengthy accounts of the lives and doctrines of
Antisthenes and Diogenes.
The importance of Diogenes Laertius' work is twofold. It constitutes the oldest
biographical account of the Greek philosophers and it provides for us references to
earlier sources, most of which, however, are not extant. One of the most important
among the sources used by the biographer, especially in his treatment of Diogenes, is
Diodes of Magnesia (first century BCE), who is quoted several times. Diodes himself,
who wrote a work entitled Compendium of the History of Philosophy, seems to have
taken special interest in the Cynics, and his friendship with the Cynic poet Meleager of
Gadara is indicative of his philosophical leanings. Meleager is said to have dedicated
to Diodes his Garland, a collection of poetical compositions.21 The influence of
Diodes on Diogenes Laertius led Nietzsche to suspect that a great part of the latter's
work was ultimately a rendition of Diodes' Compendium.22 In reality, although this
suspicion may not be fully defensible, the fact remains that the biographies of
Diogenes Laertius are largely a series of compilations of numerous testimonies related
to the lives and ideas of Greek philosophers, compilations that are often poorly joined
together and are filled with repetitions and uncritical insertions. Still, despite its flaws,
his work is the most valuable source of information about the lives and ideas of many
of the philosophers with whom he deals. If critically used, it can furnish us with
significant insights about who the early philosophers were and about their
contributions.
In the context of his biography of Diogenes of Sinope (6.20-81),23 Diogenes
Laertius' information contains an abundance of anecdotes and sayings that had been
associated with Diogenes even during his lifetime and that became in time the body of
standard information about him. We find in it a large collection of chreia (xpeia) or
anecdotes that reveal a great deal about his character and philosophical convictions.24 It contains, of course, an abundant dosage of gossip and fabrication, but it
does not fail to convey an image of the philosopher that, by reference to sources of
greater antiquity, may turn out to be not altogether fictitious. The anecdotal style that
permeates the work of Diogenes Laertius is often, as a scholar has noted, an
impediment to philosophical informativeness, but in the instance of the biography of
Diogenes, it enhances our understanding of him, because his own style of teaching
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was through anecdotes, examples, and aphorisms.25 A critical study of Diogenes
Laertius' biography of Diogenes and an unprejudiced comparison of its contents with
other sources allow us to form a reasonably dear idea of the man and his thought.
Aside from Diogenes Laertius, there are numerous sources that pro vide
information about Diogenes. These include Aristotle (384-322 BCE), Cercidas of
Megalopolis (third century BCE), Teles of Megara (third century BCE), Cicero (10643 BCE), Seneca (4 BCE-65 CE), Dio Chrysostom (40-115 CE), Epictetus (55-135
CE), Plutarch (50-120 CE), Favorinus (c. 80-150), Juvenal (c. 60-140), Marcus
Cornelius Fronto (c. 100-166), Maximus of Tyre (c. 120-180), Aulus Gellius (c. 130180), Marcus Aurelius (121-180), Lucian of Samosata (c. 120-190), Saint Clement of
Alexandria (c. 150-215), Tertullian (c.155-222), Sextus Empiricus (third century CE),
Athenaeus of Naucratis (third century CE), Aelian (c. 170-235), Eusebius of Caesarea
(c. 260-340), Julian (332-363), Themistius (317-390), Saint Jerome (340-420), Saint
Augustine (354-430), and Stobaeus (fifth century CE) .16 Their testimonies range
from a brief mention, as with Aristotle, to lengthy and imaginative narrations, as with
Dio Chrysostom, and from serious philosophical accounts, as with Epictetus, to
satirical and amusing fictional pieces, as with Lucian. There are also numerous
passages in the various anthologies, especially in the Anthologia Palatina and in the
Gnomologium Vaticanum that shed light on diverse aspects of Diogenes' activities and
personality. As an example of non-Greek and non-Latin sources, we could also
mention several collections of sayings attributed to Diogenes found in Arabic
gnomologies compiled by authors such as Hunayn Ibn-Ishaq (d. 873), Ibn-Hindu (d.
1019), and Mubassir Ibn-Fatik (d. 1049).27 Only in rare instances, however, do we
find that what these sources reveal is absent from what is already found in the
testimony of Diogenes Laertius and other classical sources. They do, however, lend
some credibility to the classical reports, for which reason we assume that an element
of historical import underlies many of them.
The year of Diogenes' birth cannot be fixed with certainty. We are told (DL, 6.79)
that he was already an aged man in the 113th Olympiad (324/321 BCE). Somewhere
else we read that "he was nearly ninety years old at the time of his death" (DL, 6.76).
The year of his death is well established as one of the few facts known with certainty
about him. According to Demetrius of Magnesia (DL, 6.79) and Suidas, his death
occurred on the same year of Alexander's death in Babylon (323 BCE). Plutarch
(Moralia 717c) calls attention to the even greater coincidence that Diogenes and
Alexander died on the very same day, which is also reported by Diogenes Laertius
(6.79). Still, the constant juxtaposition encountered in the sources between the defiant
Cynic philosopher, a contemptuous man who looked with disdain upon Alexander and
upon the political edifice for which he stood, on the one hand, and, on the other, the
proud Macedonian emperor who embodied much of what Diogenes viewed as the
source of human ills-this juxtaposition may have justified the necessity of biographers
to have them die precisely at the same time. Nevertheless, in the absence of
contradictory evidence, it is reasonable to assign the year 323 BCE as the year of
Diogenes' death.
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The year of his birth presents problems that cannot be satisfactorily solved. If he
was ninety or nearly ninety at the time of his death, he would have been born around
the year 413 BCE. There are, however, reports that speak of him as having been
eighty-one years old when he died, as in the testimony of Censorinus (De die natali,
15.2), and we read in Suidas that his birth occurred during the reign of the Thirty in
Athens, which lasted ten months in the year 404 BCE. The Thirty were a group of
Athenian oligarchs who, under the leadership of Critias and with the blessings of the
Spartans, assumed power at the end of the Peloponnesian War.
Yet, we hear reports about Diogenes having been involved in the defacement of
coinage in Sinope as early as the fourth decade of the fourth century BCE, and we
learn from the Chronicon Paschale that he was a well-known man before the year 362
BCE, although neither the reason for his fame nor the place where he was famous is
mentioned. If this report is historically correct, there should be no reason for not
pushing back the time of his birth to the year suggested by Diogenes Laertius, that is,
413 BCE, for then Diogenes would have been a middleaged man when the defacement
of the coinage might have taken place. An early date for Diogenes' birth, moreover,
allows us to consider as more plausible a biographical relationship between
Antisthenes and Diogenes. Antisthenes' birth may be placed as early as 455 BCE and
his death around 366 BCE. These parameters make possible a period of association
between these two philosophers, an association that is of significance with respect to
the issue of the origins of Cynicism. There is also the possibility, entertained by some
scholars,28 that even before his alleged banishment from Sinope, Diogenes could have
visited Athens, where he would have come across Antisthenes and others among
Socrates' associates.
The sources are unanimous in speaking of Sinope as Diogenes' birthplace. In the
late fifth century BCE, Sinope was a flourishing Greek town on the southern coast of
the Euxine (the Black Sea) in a region known as Paphlygonia. Legends speak of the
Amazons as having founded Sinope and as having named it in honor of Sinova, their
queen. Another tradition ascribes its foundation to Autolycus, the companion of
Hercules. There are indications that a Milesian colony had already been established in
Sinope by 756 BCE, and it is unquestionable that by the middle of the seventh century
BCE the presence of the Milesians and other Ionian settlers had shaped the character
and the culture of the town. In 444 BCE, the Athenians under Pericles overthrew a
local tyrant and established a democratic form of government that would remain in
existence until the Persians, led by a satrap named Datames, captured the town around
375 BCE. The Persians remained in control until Alexander's power was felt
throughout Asia Minor, when Miletus regained its independence and reclaimed its
Hellenic heritage. It is reasonable to assume that, like many other Sinopeans, Diogenes
came from the same Milesian stock from which philosophers like Thales,
Anaximander, and Anaximenes did, and that his language and heritage were purely
Greek.
During Diogenes' early years, Sinope enjoyed its most prosperous epoch and was
the most important Greek settlement on the shores of the Black Sea. Many years after
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Diogenes, Strabo (12.545) would leave for us a description of a happy and affluent
Greek town, adorned with temples and fortifications, proud of its gymnasium and
marketplace, and filled with fine buildings and comfortable homes, all of which must
have been even more impressive during the time of Diogenes. At the end of the
caravan route that began at the mouth of the Euphrates, Sinope enjoyed enviable
commercial and cultural advantages that contributed greatly to its cosmopolitan and
liberal social life. It is conceivable that merchants from India were a common sight in
Sinope and that Diogenes could have become acquainted with elements of Indian
culture that may have contributed to the formation of his Cynic ideas. Sinope's
geographical position, moreover, provided for it an opportunity to be in control of the
maritime affairs of the Greeks in the Black Sea, a task that its small but agile fleet was
ready to accomplish. Its wellminted and beautiful coinage circulated freely throughout
the ancient world. Commerce and travel between Sinope and mainland Greece were
ordinary and easy, and the roots that linked the Sinopeans and the Athenians were
evident in all spheres of public and private life. In the late fifth century BCE, for
instance, the Sinopeans welcomed a large contingent of Athenians who had left the
and landscape of Attica to settle in the fertile plain that surrounded Sinope.
The modern town of Sinop, the capital of a northern province in modern Turkey, is
a remote descendant of the ancient Greek town. With a population of less than twentyfive thousand inhabitants, Sinop still displays today the vestiges of the Hellenic
presence of its ancient past. The foundations of the temple of Sarapis,29 where
Diogenes could have become acquainted with the worship of Oriental and Egyptian
deities, are among its many archaeological remains. Nevertheless, the modern town is
probably only a shadow of the affluent and influential Milesian colony on the shores
of the Black Sea.
Nothing is known about Diogenes' early years and background. There is only one
inconclusive reference in classical sources to his mother. To Antipater, the
Macedonian general and regent of Macedonia during Alexander's campaigns, who had
reportedly written to him a letter containing slanderous remarks about his mother,
Diogenes replied, "You fail to understand, Antipater, that one single tear of my mother
can wash away all the calumnies that you write about her" (Flor. Monacense, 157).
Concerning his father, his name and occupation are known.30 Various sources call him
Hicesias (e.g., DL, 6.20). He is said to have been a banker or money changer. The
Greek word used to describe his occupation is tipuTcc~i g (trapezites), a derivation
from the word for 'table'. In classical times, bankers would set up their tables at the
marketplace and at festivals, and would exchange currency, make loans, test the
authenticity of coins, and arrange credit transactions among cities.31 In smaller cities
and towns, where local currency was minted, bankers were sometimes entrusted with
the manufacturing and regulating of the coinage, and this was perhaps what Hicesias
was entrusted to do in his native Sinope, as is confirmed by Diodes (DL, 6.20). The
occupation of Diogenes' father could lead us to conclude that his family enjoyed some
prominence and had the means to ensure a sound education for him.
A widespread custom was for a son to devote himself to the occupation of his
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father. Thus, it seems that in his youth Diogenes himself played some role in the
minting of Sinopean coins and in the banking affairs of his father. Various reports
concerning this circumstance circulated in ancient times, and numerous versions of
Diogenes' affair with the currency have come down to us. Diogenes Laertius (6.20-21)
provides us with a sketch of some of these reports. In one of them, Hice sias is said to
have been entrusted with the management of the currency and to have defaced the
coins, for which reason he and his son were punished, Hicesias with imprisonment and
Diogenes with exile. In another, it was Diogenes himself who undertook the
defacement of the currency, for which he was banished. In still another, the young
man, after having counterfeited or defaced the coins, and through fear of being
detected, voluntarily left the city to avoid prosecution. In some versions, various
connections are mentioned between Diogenes' illegal activities and an oracular
pronouncement either from the Delphic oracle or from a local Apollonian oracle in
Sinope.
The nature and the chronological relationship between the currency affair and the
oracle vary from source to source. In one of the accounts, we are told that Diogenes
was urged by the workers under his supervision to deface the currency and that he then
went to the oracle to ask the god what he should do. When told that he should deface
the political 'currency', he misunderstood the injunction and proceeded to deface the
actual coinage. In another account, the oracle takes place after his illegal activities and
after his departure from Sinope. Accordingly, the sequence of events may have been
something like this. Father and son are arrested for defacing the currency. Hicesias is
thrown into prison. Diogenes is banished from Sinope and travels to Athens, and from
Athens to Delphi, where he poses this question to the Pythia: "What should I do to
gain the greatest reputation?" (DL, 6.20). To his surprise, the answer was "Deface the
currency," a phrase that, as we will see presently, has various meanings. After this, and
with a symbolic understanding of the oracle, he returns to Athens, where he begins at
once to do what Apollo had ordered him, that is, to wage war on the cultural and
political 'currency.
A review of the reports in the light of well-attested historical facts yields some
modicum of clarity and convinces us that although here, no less than in other accounts,
legend and fact are inextricably intertwined, an element of truth may still be present.
Unquestionably, the story fits so well the character of Diogenes as a Cynic that it is
difficult to avoid the temptation of seeing in it a fabrication created long after him for
the purpose of providing a graphic representation of his frame of mind and of his
activities as a philosopher. It may be only an instance of myth formation, in which a
legend is created to rationalize events and situations that might be otherwise difficult
to account for, or for the purpose of shedding light on some aspect of the person's
character.
In the instance of Socrates, who, like Diogenes, was also the recipient of an oracle,
we might encounter something similar. A man who spent his mature life questioning
and challenging the wisdom of his contemporaries, and who did so posing as a man of
little or no wisdom, was declared by the Delphic oracle to be the wisest man in the
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